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Once exclusive to sailors and tribal warriors, tattoos are now all the rage with everyone from the

rock-n-roll crowd to groovy grannies. Discover the wild world of tattoo art in One Million Tattoos:

Designs to Create and Color. This unique title features a full-color book, showcasing the biggest

collection of tattoo art ever compiled, bundled with computer software that gives you the chance to

create well over 90 million tattoo designs. Unlike getting a tattoo, creating a tattoo is painless! The

companion CD includes easy-to-follow menus that allow even novices to design intricate, attractive

tattoo art. Choose from classic old-school designs like sailor banners, &#147;I Love Momâ€• hearts,

and leaping panthers, or get inspired by ancient tribal designs and New Age looks. Mix and match to

your heart's content! Print out thousands of combinations of original tattoo designs to color and

incorporate into your own tattoo art!
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The book has all the flash in it and the CD allows you to customize the flash sheet, by letting you

choose the ones you want on it. Although it allows you to do that it is not ONE MILLION tattoos, it is

the same set of flash you just change the arrangement of it.

This product did arrive fast, but it lacked in quality. It is not a tattoo 'creator' or 'designer'. It is simply

pick and choose from their clip art. You cant even choose where to click and drag images. They are

low resolution and not detailed. The only control you would have is to choose the color but there

was a problem with the software I received and it did not function properly.



I bought this book thinking this will be really nice for someone like me who is artistically challenged.

It is a really nice book there are a ton of amazing drawings in it that can really give you a great idea

on what to make your next tattoo look like. I would say that the only downfall is that you have to

already have some kind of an image editing software on your computer to really use the cd. I do not

really have anything on my computer like that so all I can do is just look at the images and rearrange

them but it definitly does give you a starting point and then you could at least take a potential idea to

an artist. I do really like all of the images in the book though it gives you a very broad range of ideas.

so this thing send u a book on how to use the computer software and also has about 50 or whatever

images in it that are generic flash. i was like, OK the good stuff will be on the cd....NO NO NO NO!

The cd take the 50 images and lets u overlay them and change their size and mix and match these

50 or whatever amount of clip art designs in over ONE MILLION DIFFERENT WAYS!!! just as

advertised...... right???? F*&% that! ..... I got my money back on this one.

i bought to get some stencil from it about a year ago i put the c.d in and it was not nothing i was

iooking forin,there and theres not a milliom tattoo designs,you can change a line on a picture and

call it a diffent desighn,but be real ,i was a dumb ass to believe it had a million pictures,the soft ware

sucked and you need a degree out of college to understand and change the desighns. go buy you a

flash c.d. if you want stencils. the book is for people that don'nt have anything else to do. the c,d

sucked bad,its bull shit go on the internet and download designs.the only thing this books for is to

look at.i put mine up a long time ago,its in my way,like one intervview said its a waste of time, buy

you some stencil paper or stencil stuff and save you money. lol crazy rick

This does NOT have One million tattoos. The disk is ok to download but it only has maybe a few

hundred designs. If you mix and match you can come up with different designs, Not One Million!

Also these are basic and run of the mill tattoos. You can't even do what you want with them after

installing the program. You have to copy and paste into another paint or office program on your

computer especially if you want a bigger size tattoo. If you like basic tattoos then this book is for

you.

It's a million tattoos - by mix and matching over 200 pieces of flash (200 tops, 200 centers, 200

bottoms, 200 sides). The CD program loads quickly and is easy to use. All in all, a very good

beginner item with some built in flexibility for design structure, Nice selection of clean lines and



some interesting art. As I play with it some, I might go from "like" to "love".

The program isn't like paint shop pro but you can use their flash outlines to design a piece and put it

in paint rework it color it print it. I think the program is nice because you get to see how the designs

complement eachother.
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